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HS25205 HZC ESSENTIAL 25T LOG SPLITTER
(Briggs & Stratton 6.5HP)
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Description

SPECIFICATION

features

HZC Essential 25T Log Splitter is a powerful tool for efficiently 
splitting Australian logs into firewood. It provides 25 tonnes of 
splitting force and is powered by a Briggs & Stratton 6.5Hp 
engine, making it compatible and suitable for most Australian 
hardwoods. The log splitter comes with a hydraulic cylinder 
and it can accommodate up to 600mm in log length. It is also 
designed with 2-Stage pumps allowing for maximum speed at 
low pressure, automatically reducing to a safe speed when 
splitting wood. One of the greatest benefits of this product is 
its machine flexibility - Vertical and Horizontal Operations. The 
splitting force of vertical operation is much greater than that of 
horizontal operation. 


Furthermore, it is designed with convenience in mind. 
Equipped with a high-performance axe head, It is much easier 
to split wood. It also comes with a wood table that facilitates 
the placement of split wood, a rear support leg, and an 8-inch 
jockey wheel which would enhance the stability and easy 
maneuverability.

Briggs & Stratton 6.5Hp Engine: Delivers robust performance and remarkable endurance.

25 Tonne Splitting Force: Splits even the toughest Australian hardwoods efficiently.

Vertical and Horizontal Operation: Offers flexibility to adapt to different working conditions.

Compact Design: Facilitates easier transport and maneuverability.

Durable Construction: The beam and axe head are heavily reinforced, with chip-resistant 
hammertone finish.

2-Year Engine Warranty and 2-Year Machine Warranty: Ensures machine and service quality.

Max. Wood Splitting Capacity: 25T

Max. Wood Splitting Diameter: 500mm

Max. Splitting Length: 600mm

2-Stage Pump: 8.8/2.1 (10GPM)

Cycle Time: 15s

Weight: 260kg

Shipping Weight: 315kg

Package Dimension

- Length: 2200mm

- Width: 760mm

- Height: 1160mm

HZC POWERHZC POWER
MACHINERY MANUFATURING

HZC Power Pty. Ltd focuses on delivering top-notch industrial and 
garden equipment to our house owners or potential business 
partners. Our primary offerings consist of Log Splitters and Mini 
Excavator machinery. You can rely on us for exceptional customer 
service, superior product quality, and competitive pricing.

Your Expert In Powered Machinery
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